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Abstract 
A high-temperature superconducting stripline (SL) transmit filter with shuttle-shape resonators is described that improves power 
handling and out-of-band rejection. A cascaded quadruplet (CQ) design is used to produce a pair of attenuation poles for obtaining 
sharp cutoff characteristics. The shuttle-shape resonators improve power handling and out-of-band rejection. Placement of 
additional patch conductors in the upper layer of the resonator edges further improves power handling. An electromagnetic 
simulator based on the moment method was used to design a four-pole SL CQ filter with shuttle-shape resonators (5.0-GHz center 
frequency and 100-MHz bandwidth). Simulation using the electromagnetic simulator showed that the out-of-band rejection was 
improved and frequency response of the filter was nearly symmetric. The maximum current density of the shuttle-shape filter was 
approximately 19% lower than that of a four-pole SL CQ filter with straight-line resonators. That of the shuttle-shape filter with the 
additional patch conductors was approximately 24% lower. 
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1. Introduction 
High-temperature superconducting (HTS) filters are promising for efficient use of frequency resources. The 
development of transmit HTS filters will bring high performance for next-generation mobile communication systems. 
Since, transmit HTS filters require high-power handling capability, many researchers are working to develop a high-
power transmit HTS filter. The high-power filters that have been reported use various types of resonators, such as bulk 
resonators [1-2], dual-mode resonators [3-5], and modified microstrip line (MSL) resonators [6-8]. Although bulk and 
dual-mode resonators have high-power handling capability, their use makes it difficult to design a practically sized 
filter. One approach to overcoming this size problem is to use MSL resonators. Guo et al. reported an HTS two-pole 
MSL filter with shuttle-shape resonators [6]. The distribution of magnetic energy on a shuttle-shape resonator is more 
even, so the peak current density in the resonator is lower. The filter thus has better power handling capability than a 
conventional MSL straight-line filter. However, the use of MSL transmit filter makes it difficult to avoid the spurious 
unwanted couplings between nonadjacent resonators, which  make it difficult to obtain sharp cutoff characteristics. 
We previously reported a miniaturized HTS cascaded quadruplet (CQ) transmit filter with a stripline (SL) structure 
[9]. The SL structure reduces the spurious unwanted couplings between nonadjacent resonators due to their weak 
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coupling property, which makes it easier to obtain sharp cutoff characteristics. However, the filter has small unwanted 
cross coupling, resulting in degradation of out band rejection level. Moreover, the details of the current distribution of 
this filter when used as a transmit filter were not reported. 
In this work, we present a four-pole SL CQ transmit filter with shuttle-shape resonators that has improved power 
handling capability and out-band-rejection. Since a shuttle-shape resonator, has less electrical coupling around the 
open-end of resonator. Hence, we can improve the out-of-band rejection of the filter. 
The maximum current density of the shuttle-shape filter was approximately 19% less than that of a four-pole SL CQ 
filter with straight-line resonator. We also investigated the effect on power handling of placing additional patch 
conductors in the upper layer of the resonator edges. The maximum current density of the shuttle-shape filter with 
additional patches was approximately 24% less than that of the straight-line filter. 
 
2. Four-pole SL CQ filter with shuttle-shape resonators 
2.1 Design 
To investigate the frequency response and the power handling capability of a four-pole SL CQ filter with shuttle-
shape resonators, we designed and analyzed such the shuttle-shape filter and a four-pole SL CQ filter with straight-line 
resonators. 
The design parameters were a center frequency of 5.0 GHz, a bandwidth of 100 MHz, a passband ripple of 0.1 dB 
for an elliptic response, and attenuation poles at 4.9 and 5.1 GHz. The substrates of the resonators were sapphire with 
a dielectric constant of 9.9. The substrates of the SL structure were 2.0 mm thick. We previously reported that the 
power-handling capability of these filters can be estimated from the maximum current density along the outer edge of 
the resonators using an electromagnetic simulator (Sonnet EM) based on the moment method [10]. Thus, the filters 
were designed and analyzed using Sonnet EM software [11]. The software assumes a 1-V sinusoidal source at a filter 
input port with 50-ȍ impedance; therefore, the resulting current density data were normalized to 5-mW input power. 
The software subdivides a filter circuit into finite size “cells,” which is an important factor in the simulation. Higher 
accuracy and a finer current density distribution can be achieved by reducing the cell size. However, this can have a 
significant impact on the computation time. A cell size of 20 × 20 Pm was used in the simulation to achieve a 
reasonable tradeoff between computation time and accuracy. The key to increasing the power-handling capability of a 
filter is to reduce maximum current density of the resonators for the given input power. The conductivity of the 
superconducting layer was assumed to be that of a zero-thickness perfect conductor. 
Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the designed filter configurations. The method used to design the shuttle-shaped 
resonators is described elsewhere [6]. As shown in Fig. 1, a shuttle-shape resonator is longer than a straight-line 
resonator with the same resonance frequency. This is because the series inductance around the center of the resonator 
must be increased to recover the smaller shunt capacitance at the open-end of the resonator. Therefore, the distribution 
of the magnetic energy on a shuttle-shape resonator is more even, resulting in improved power handling. 
We use shuttle-shape resonators for improving not only power handling but also out-of-band rejection. Using 
shuttle-shape resonators in the CQ design should reduce the spurious unwanted coupling between nonadjacent 
resonators due to the small shunt capacitance at the open end of the resonators. This improves the out-of-band 
rejection of the CQ filter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Configuration of (a) four-pole SL CQ transmit filter with straight-line resonators and (b) one with shuttle-shape resonators. 
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In the filter with straight-line resonators (Fig. 1 (a)), electrical coupling between resonators 2 and 3 is achieved by 
using a waveguide. In the filter with shuttle-shape resonators (Fig. 1 (b)), strong electrical coupling cannot be achieved 
with a conventional waveguide due to the small shunt capacitance and narrow open-end of the resonators. We thus 
propose using two waveguides to achieve a strong electrical coupling between resonators 2 and 3. These waveguides 
are indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1 (b). 
2.2 Simulation results 
As shown in Fig. 2, the center frequency and bandwidth of both filters were in reasonably good agreement with the 
design parameters. However, the attenuation poles of the filter with straight-line resonators were shifted from the 
design parameter due to unwanted coupling between nonadjacent resonators. In contrast, the poles of the filter with 
shuttle-shape resonators were in reasonably good agreement with the design parameters due to the reduction in 
unwanted cross coupling due to the use of shuttle-shape resonators. 
The maximum current density at the edges of the resonators as a function of frequency was simulated for each filter 
using a zero thickness lossless model for the superconducting circuit. The simulated sheet current densities, in amperes 
per meter, are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b). The maximum current density of the shuttle-shape filter was 19% less than 
that of the straight-line filter due to the more even distribution of magnetic energy on the shuttle-shape resonator. 
To improve the power handling capability of the shuttle-shape filter, we propose using the additional conductors 
placed in the upper and lower layer of the resonator edges. The configuration of the shuttle-shape filter with the 
additional conductors is shown in Fig. 4. Using these additional conductors should reduce the local magnetic field 
concentration at the resonator edges. This reduced the maximum current density at the edges of the resonator, which 
improved the power handling capability of the transmit filter. Figure 5 shows that the maximum current density was 
an additional 5% lower. Therefore, the four-pole SL shuttle-shape CQ filter with additional patches improves not only 
out band rejection but also power handling capability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Simulated frequency response for straight-line                     Fig. 3. Simulated maximum current densities at edges of resonators as                 
and shuttle-shape filters.                                                     function of frequency: (a) straight-line filter and (b) shuttle-shape filter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Configuration of four-pole SL CQ transmit filter with shuttle-shape resonators with additional patches conductors. (b) Cross-sectional 
view. 
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Fig. 5. Simulated maximum current densities at edges of resonators with additional patches as function of frequency. 
3. Conclusion 
To investigate the frequency response and the power handling capability of a four-pole SL CQ filter with shuttle-
shape resonators, we designed and analyzed such a filter with shuttle-shape resonators and one with straight-line
resonators. Simulation showed that the out-of-band rejection with the shuttle-shape filter was improved and frequency
response of the shuttle shape filter was nearly symmetric due to the reduction in unwanted coupling between
nonadjacent resonators. The maximum current density of the shuttle-shaped filter was 19% less than that of the
straight-line filter, due to more even distribution of magnetic energy using the shuttle-shape resonator. Moreover,
Using of additional patches, the maximum current density of the filter was 24% less than that of the straight-line filter.
These results indicate a four-pole SL CQ filter with shuttle-shape resonators with additional patch conductors improve
not only out band rejection but also power handling capability. 
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